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This week we reach the end of the first decade of the 21st
Century, and all week ROBERT O’SHEA is casting an eye

over some of the off-beat events of the last 10 years that may
have passed you by. Today, he looks at the events of 2002

and 2003

TOMORROW: Robert O’Shea takes a sideways
look back at 2004 and 2005

That was the decade that was
... the Noughties in a nutshell

2002

T HE year began, as it usually does, in
January and Catherine McAuley,
James Joyce and Daniel O’Connell
(whose names featured on Irish bank

notes) all become worthless figures in Irish
history as we changed to the euro.
As the country begins to be populated with

newmoney (SSIA begins this year) we aptly get
a new currency as the euro replaces the quid
and every household gets an electronic
abacus.
● As Europe edges towards greater unity, the
US slips into the grip of paranoia and begins to
colour code the danger to its homeland. It
skitters between yellow (go buy duct tape),
orange (old ladies forced to strip to their under-
garments in airports), red (wrap yourself in the
duct tape) and a deep shade of purple (President
Bush gets a pretzel stuck in his gullet and
almost chokes to death while watching Americ-
an football with his dogs, Barney and Spot).
● The US secret services crackdown on anyone
believed linked to terrorism and those found to
be carrying pretzels in a suspicious manner.
They are transported to the US naval base in
Cuba, Guantanamo Bay, where they are decked
out in a fetching orange jumpsuit and ‘interrog-
ated.’
● Better news on the geopolitical front sees
Russia and the US sign a nuclear non-prolifera-
tion pact and agree to destroy two-thirds of
their nuclear arsenals. The other third still has
the capability of blowing a hole in the Earth the
size of Jupiter.
● In other atomic news, bitter local Asian
rivals India and Pakistan have their warheads
pointed at each other in a tension-filled
summer. Inexplicably, another bust-up in Asia
knocks the standoff off the front page of the
Times of India as the best player from a small
European country walks away from his squad
at the World Cup...
● ... or is he sent away? Over in Japan and
South Korea, Slovenia’s Zlatko Zahovic has a
serious argument with national coach Srecko
Katanec and he is on the next flight home.
● In the biggest sports story of the year, the
Canadian figure skating team at the Winter
Olympics in Salt Lake City are controversially
denied gold when the judges award the top
points to the Great Britain curling team.
● Everybody in this country acts suitably un-
derwhelmed during the Queen of England’s
jubilee celebration. This
year also sees her sister and
mother pass away.
● Adventurer Steve Fossett,
pictured, becomes the first
person to fly around the
world alone, non-stop, in a
balloon, even if we all
thought that Richard Bran-
son had done so already.
Another sphere blocking

out the sun at intervals across the globe is the
moon and Ireland sees its first solar eclipse
since the last time. Cork is somewhat cloudy
and looking at the skyhere is a bit likewatching
The Afternoon Show: The world seems to be a
dimmer place for an hour.
● A giant (possibly pretzel-shaped) asteroid
passes within 75,000 miles of us (a close shave,
apparently) and scientists only give us three
days’ notice. “If an asteroid, like this one, comes
from the direction of the sun, we’re not going to
see it in time,” one astronomer says, “unless it
is heading for Knock, County Mayo.”
If there had been an impact the review of the

decade would have ended here.
● In yet more space news, water is discovered
on Mars, leading to speculation that there may
have once been life on the planet. Could an
advanced civilisation there have been wiped

out by an enormous asteroid? Or might they
have destroyed themselves with weapons of
their own making? All the evidence points to a
no.
● A portable dog translator, called Bowlingual
is invented in Japan. The device is billed as a
‘translator’ but it might more precisely be
called an emotion analyser. It is discovered that
certain barks mean different things, from “Let
me in,” “Letmeout,” “Feedme,” to “You seem to
be choking on a pretzel.”

Three people who died in 2002
It is finally all over for Kenneth Wolsten-

holme, commentator at the 1966 World Cup
final.

Peggie Lee, American singer of Fever,
wondered Was That All There Is? It was.
That’s all fromChuck Jones, themanbehind

Looney Tunes, folks.

2003

● GEORGE Bush Junior lands on the aircraft
carrier USS Abraham Lincoln in full fighter
pilot rigout and declares that it is “Mission
Accomplished” in Iraq. This is seen by some to
be a premature declaration of victory as the
invasion does not begin for another month.
● An international group of volunteers leaves
London for Baghdad to act as a human shield.
They head back after the full meaning of the
term ‘collateral damage’ is explained to them.
● America invades Iraq and announce their
displeasure that they are not backed by the
French government.
American citizens, in a fit of peak (the word

pique is banned), show their disdain for all

things French by boycotting French wine, call-
ing French fries ‘freedom fries’ and burning
effigies ofMessrsGerardDepardieu andHoulli-
er.
● The space shuttle Columbia disintegrates on
re-entry in the atmosphere after its 27th mis-
sion into space.
● The WHO issues a global alert on Sars, with
RogerDaltrey particularly concerned about the
East Cork’s club’s chances of winning a county
before the end of the decade.
● The largest hailstone ever recorded, with a
circumference of 19cm (enough ice for 14 slush
puppies), falls in Nebraska in the US.
● The human genome project is completed,
with 99% of the genome sequenced to 99.99%
accuracy. I’m no scientist, but does that sound
‘completed’ to you?
● Californians — despite
the fact that the Terminat-
or movies were made in
their own state — vote
Arnold Schwarzenegger,
pictured, as their gov-
ernor. Among his prom-
ises are to “do his own
stunts” and to “try to learn
to speak.”
● The Masters golf tour-
nament goes ahead
smoothly despite a mass protest against Au-
gusta National’s membership policy. The
world’s number one golfer comes out in support
of the cause. Insert your own ‘Tiger Woods,’
‘member’ and ‘women’ joke here, because I
cannot be bothered.
● Just to show discrimination works both
ways, men remain barred from entering the
MissWorld contest. However, there are celebra-
tions across the country and bonfires lit as

Chris de Burgh’s daugh-
ter Rosanna Davison, pic-
tured, is announced as
the winner of the beauty
contest. And the Dubs do
the double as theywin the
Rose of Tralee festival as
well.
● A looting problem
begins in Iraq. Rare arti-
facts from antiquity, sev-
eral bridges and a whole

raft of weapons of mass destruction appear to
have been swiped.
● Saddam Hussein is captured. A US patrol
finds him standing on a pedestal in midtown
Baghdad, flagrantly displaying his indifference
to their presence with one arm aloft. They tie a
rope around his neck and pull him off the plinth
he stands on. After some confusion, he is even-
tually found hiding down a hole.
● A giant spire is erected in O’Connell Street in
Dublin, and although it looksOK, nobody really
knows why it is there.
● The first All-Ireland between two Ulster
teams sees Tyrone beat reigning champs
Armagh for their first title. Footballing aristo-
crats Kerry hit a low ebb and their manager
goes as far to refer to their supporters as
‘animals.’
● Dan Brown pens the hugely successful book
The Da Vinci Code, but it is criticised by the
Catholic Church as populist-religious mumbo
jumbo. The bible also continues to sell well.
● Jonny Wilkinson kicks a drop goal and we
discover the world does not come to an end
when England win a major sporting tourna-
ment. Although it is a bit annoying.

Three people who died in 2003
Richard Crenna, Rambo’s colonel, who re-

prised a similar role in Hot Shots, Part Deux.
Dolly the Sheep, the world’s first cloned

mammal, lives to seven years of age.
The Walrus of Love, Barry White’s soul

departs.

The picture that flashed around the world in December 2003 showing ousted Iraqi leader
Saddam Hussein being dragged out of his hiding following his capture by US troops in an
underground hole at a farm in the village of ad-Dawr, near his hometown of Tikrit in northern
Iraq.


